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STRAND SPOTLIGHTS 
PATTERN 53 PREFOCUS MIRROR SPOTLIGHT, 1000 WATT 

(Being a simplified and improved version of patterns 73 and 83 which it supersedes) 

This lantern employs a precision optical system which 
not only gives a greater control of the beam shape and 
spread than is obtainable from standard spotlights des
cribed in the preceding pages but gives more than three 
times the light output (depending on beam spread) for 
the same wattage. The light is collected by an 8-inch 
diameter reflector and directed on to a gate framed by 
four independently adjustable shutters or an ins 
diaphragm. The gate is hard or soft focussed by an 
objective lens. 

Masking to pick out irregularly 
shaped objects, or to give a hard 
cut-off clear of backcloth upstage 

and orchestra pit downstage is easily accomplished. The 
lantern is therefore particularly suitable for Front-of-House c4 
work, but can be used anywhere on the stage. 

Housing removed 

SPECIFICATION 
The housing is constructed in sheet steel, all joints being welded , and is efficiently ventilated . Access to the 
lamp and reflector is by a completely removable top cover which is anchored to the housing by a safety 
chain. The securing screw is made captive and therefore cannot be lost. 
The housing has been arranged in such a way that by removing three screws at the front , it can be removed 
from the lantern , which is then still supported in its fork . By this means the optical system is exposed for 
examination . 

The lamp is carried in a large Prefocus Lampholder which is tilted back at an angle of 7t 0
• This helps to 

compensate for forward tilt of the lantern when using Class A.1 lamps. For general purposes the Class T 
projector lamp is recommended. 

Concentration of the beam upon the gate area is achieved by a screw adjustment which projects through 
the rear of the housing and is easily accessible, both when the lantern is hanging and when it is used in a 
circle front housing. This screw tilts the lamp through a small angle in relation to the fixed 8-inch diameter 
super-pure electro brightened and anodised aluminium reflector, and provides the simplest possible method 
of concentrating the beam. 

Four shutters are provided at the gate position so that the beam shape may be arranged to suit requirements . 
These shutters are fitted with heat insulated handles and the controls for the bottom vertical shutter are 
brought to the top in order to facilitate setting when the lantern is used in a circle front housing. As an 
alternative to these shutters an iris diaphragm (extra) may be used to control beam shape and size. 

The beam may be focussed to give a hard or soft edge by adjusting a 6-in . diameter by 8-in. focus plan-convex 
heat-resisting objective lens at the front of the lantern . A colour runner is fitted to the front. This carries a 
lens guard and has accommodation for two metal colour frames (one provided). 

The lantern is finished in stoved black crystalline paint and is supplied fitted with the usual type of fork with 
disc and clamp locking. It may also be had mounted on a fork with feet, or on an adjustable rise and fall 
stand , with or without remote colour change mechanism for use in a circle front housing. If necessary it 
can also be supplied for hanging, fitted with an enclosed remote colour change. (See Leaflet C.85.) _ 
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